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Directed evolution of molecular decoys that block viral polymerase assembly

Objectives: 

The aim is to identify interacting regions of the influenza polymerase trimeric complex from X-
ray structures and evolve them using phage display technology into high affinity inhibitors of
enzyme assembly. Testing of hits in assays will  reveal if  disruption of polymerase complex
could become a therapeutic approach.

Abstract: 

This  project  combines  structural  biology,  synthetic  biology  and protein  engineering on an
important human pathogen, influenza. The mature polymerase enzyme of influenza virus is a
heterotrimeric complex. The monomers first bind through interacting regions and then fold
into  the  active  trimeric  conformation  that  has  recently  been  described  by  X-ray
crystallography.  We  will  identify  several  important  regions  (20-30  amino  acid  regions)
responsible  for  inter-subunit  association  and evolve  these  into  high  affinity  binders  using
directed evolution by phage display. We expect that,  when added to infected cells or cells
expressing polymerase recombinantly, these  in vitro evolved high affinity peptides will bind
competitively  and  inhibit  polymerase  assembly.  Hit  peptides  will  be  characterized  using
biophysical methods including Biacore and isothermal calorimetry, then studied using X-ray
crystallography and/or NMR.

Methods: 

Large random libraries (≤108 variants)  will  be cloned into phage display plasmids. Affinity
selections on immobilised enzyme domains will identify high affinity mimics of the original
sequences, confirmed by ELISA. Characterisation of hits will  use biophysical  and structural
methods (X-ray/NMR).
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